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LECTURE XX.

Sound, a Physicil and not a Vital Pheno-
menon.&mdash;Difficulty, arising from their

rarity, of studying some Abnormal Sounds
of tlae Heart.&mdash;Artificial production of a
Bruit de Soufflet, and the Bruissement of
circumscribed Aneurysm.&mdash;The Bruit de
R&acirc;pe. Its Physical Cause.&mdash;Abnormal

Sounds in Otlzer Parts.-A Ringing in
the Ears. Its Source and Treatment.&mdash;
Bruit in the neighbourhood of every large
vessel.&mdash;Aneurysm occasioning a Third
Bruit.&mdash;M. Bouilland’s " Buvita de Di-
able."&mdash;Fremissement.&mdash;Less important
Bruits.&mdash;Bruits eraanating from the] 
Lungs.&mdash;The Cliest as a Musical or Pizy-
sical Instrazment of Sound.-2’lze Elasti-
city of the Lungs.&mdash;The Bruit Respira-
toire. - The Soufflet Brorzclcique.-lhe
Soufflet Tracleeale.-2fie Mechanism of
the Voice.-Speech through the Glottis.

IN my last lecture, Gentlemen, I spoke
to you of two abnormal bruits which are
often heard in the circulation, viz., the
bruit de soumet and the bruit de rape.
The former sound has been familiar to pa-
thologists, and especially to those who
have occupied themselves with the phe-nomena of auscultation, for many years.

It has been long known as a fact, that
when you listen to the circulation of the
blood/as it takes place through the great
vessels in the neighbourhood of the heart,
you often hear a peculiar sound, or bruit,
somewhat resembling the noise produced
by a bellows, and hence its name, "bruit
de soiifflet." This may be accompanied
by a diseased condition of the heart and
arteries, or, as is, I believe, more frequently
the case, may be perfectly independent of
any pathological lesion. But we also had
occasion to notice a bruit which is deve-
loped in consequence of a change of or-
ganization, and presents itself in company
with other abnormal sounds, or is heard
supplying the place of one of the natural
ones. This is the saw sound or " bruit de

rnpe," from the harsh, grating sensation
that accompanies it.

Before I enter into a consideration of
any abnormal sound, let me here remind
you, once again, to lay aside those pre.
conceived ideas which, I fear, you have

adopted as to the nature of the bruits

emanating from the human body, and the
heart in particular. Your medical edu-
cation has, no doubt, led the greater part
of you to consider the stethoscopic phe-
nomena of the heart and circulating sys-
tem, both in health and disease, as being
purely of a vital nature; but if you wish
to follow my lectures with advantage, you
must endeavour to get rid of this radical
error. Nothing can be more contrary to
the fact than the supposition, that the
sounds of the heart and arteries are of a
vital nature, or flepend upon a proximate
vital cause. They occur indeed in organs
possessing life and exercising certain vital
actions, but that is all. Sound in the
animal body, as well as in the external
material world, is a simple physical pheno-
menon; and for its production we must
have a physical cause, the concurrence of
certain physical conditions, which I have
already explained to you at length.
The abnormal sounds of the heart must,

therefore, be sought in the operation of
some physical came or causes ; but it ia
by no means so easy a matter to discover
what the precise nature of that cause may
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be, and to adapt each condition to the va- soufflet depends upon the dilatation of the
rying and uncertain phenomena exhibited arterial branches ; and we shall thus obtain
by the heart in a state of disease, and, an additional proof of a proposition laid
above all, to seize an explanation which down in an early part of the present
shall be perfectly in harmony with the course, viz., that at each contraction of

theory we have ah’eady proposed on the the heart the arterial tubes through the
natural sounds, and with the numerous whole system undergo a corresponding
physiological facts we have adduced in its degree of dilatation. This, you know, has
support. One cause of difficulty against been positively denied by several phy-
which the physician has to labour in siologists of note. However, in mder to
forming an explanation of the abnormal develop the abnormal sound of which we
bruits of the heart is the impossibility of speak, there must be something more than
studying them at his leisure. For the nor- a simple expansion or dilatation of the
mal sounds this cannot occur. The great artery, and this part of the subject re-
majority of patients in our hospitals will quires a thorough investigation. Perhaps
give you a daily opportunity of examining the frottement of the blood against the
and reflecting on, with all the attention parietes of the vessels may share some-
and time the subject may require,-of stu- what in the production of the bruit de
dying I say at your leisure, the healthy soufflct, or a certain degree of pressure
bruits of the circulating system; butwe can- with a certain current of fluid may be ne-
not observe the morbid phenomena as we cessary. These are merely ideas which I
wish, much less certain symptoms of rare throw out for your consideration. Do not
occurrence. It is only, as it were, by acci- take them as facts, or as materials of a
dent that these sometimes present them- positive theory; for, as I before remarkedselves to our notice. Even in the wards to you, our physical knowledge is here
of our largest hospitals you may often extremely limited, and we have an im-
wait for a considerable time before you mense progress to make before we can
find a patient who furnishes an example hope to explain with certainty the phy-
of an abnormal bruit, and then in all pro- sical conditions giving rise to the abnor-
hability it will be merely the bruit de mal sounds of the heart.
soufflei. Thus, for example, I lately We have, however, I believe, made some
examined all my patients at the Hotel little progress already in the investigation
Dieu for twenty days consecutively before of this difficult subject: thus as to the ex.
a well-marked pathological bruit fell planation of the bruissement heard in theunder my notice.* But the difficulty of neighbourhood of aneurysmal tumours in
our subject must not deter us from en- cases of circumscribed aneurysm (and
deavouring to throw all the light upon it which, by the by, LAENNEC distinctly calls
that we can obtain from the accessory " a vital phenomenon"), we found this
sciences. With this view I have made bruit most distinctly in the parietes of an
several physical experiments, chiefly in elastic tube, where a portion, weaker no
order to ascertain the effect of fluids pass- doubt than the rest, had given way, and
ing through tubes under various circum- produced in this manner an artificial cir-
stances, and I have arrived at some results cumscribed aneurysm. The sound which
that are interesting, and may hereafter be we heard over the dilated pouch of elastic
productive of practical benefit. Thus I tissue was exactly similar to the bruisse-
fitted a large syringe to several gum- i ment described by CoRVISART as a symp-
elastic tubes of various diameters, and torn of aneurysm of the ascending aorta.
pushed in a quantity of fluid. The passage So far the idea which we have advanced
of the water through the tubes gave rise was confirmed by experience, and the
to a very distinct bruit de soumet, and error of LAENNEC, at the same time,
hence I conclude that in all probability clearly demonstrated ; for if the bruit, or,
the seat of the abnormal sound resides in as he calls it, the "fremissement cataire"
the parietes of the vessels themselves. The of aneurysm, were in reality a vital pheno-
reasoning is not indeed rigorously strict menon, how comes it that it was faithfully
or demonstrative, but it is the nearest reproduced in the experiment to which we
approach that we can make to an ex- have alludc-d ?
planation in the present state of the There is another bruit which frequently
science, enters as a symptom of organic disease of

If the theory which I have just ven- the heart, and which, I have no doubt,
tured to advance be true, or shall be con- admits of explanation upon similar prin-
firmed by further observations and ex- ciples. You remember I spoke to you of a
periments, it will follow that the bruit de " bruit de r&acirc;pe," heard whenever an ob-
stacle occurs to the free passage of the

Magendie has the SdllC Saint Monique, which blood through the valves of the great ves-
contains seventy-six bods.&mdash;ED I. sels springing from the heart. I made
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some experiments with elastic tubes, and sleep. At other times there is a constant
succeeded before lecture in reproducing dull murmur, which is most tormenting.
this abnormal sound, but when I endea- It may, I think, be explained, by the frot-
voured to obtain it before the class, my; tement of the circulating fluid against the
experiment failed; since then I have re- parietes of the carotid artery, as it passes
flected upon the causes of our failure, and to the brain from the base of the skull
it struck me that we had not sufficiently through the carotid foramen.
imitated the physical conditions in which i Let me call to mind briefly the peculiar
the vessel that produces the bruit de rape disposition of this vessel in the upper
is placed. Thus, we were content with ; part of its course, before it breaks up
merely suspending a portion of artery into the branches composing the anterior
from the internal surface of the elastic and lateral parts of the circle of Willis.
tube, and then forcibly injecting a quan- The internal branch of the common caro-
tity of water against the obstacle ; but it tid artery ascends, slightly curving, upon
is evident, that in order to approach as, the anterior straight muscle of the neck,
near as possible to the condition presented until it reaches the orifice of the carotid
by an ossified valve, or a tumour &c., we canal, through which it is transmitted to
should have suspended some solid resist-’the interior of the skull. During this part
ing body, like a piece of wood, in the tube : ; of its course it is situated very close to the
perhaps this may have been the cause of eustachian tube, a membrano-cartilagi-
our failing to obtain before you the bruit, nous tube, extending from the middle ear
de rape. I shall, however, repeat the ex- to the back of the fauces, and capable, as
periment with more caution, and we shall, you all know, of transmitting sound from
then see whether a more solid obstacle to one to the other of the parts; but what I
fluid may not produce the desired result., would chiefly wish to remind you of is,
When we consider the persistence of the! the manner in which the carotid artery,
bruit de rape, as contrasted with the bruit necessarily following the various flexuosi-
de soufflet, and reflect upon the phenome-’ ties of the canal, instead of presenting
na that constantly accompany it, we can- the appearance of a straight vessel, be-
not avoid connecting this abnormal sound’ comes fiexuous in its course, and changes
with some permanent pathological condi- its direction at least four or five times
tion of the part in whicl. it is produced. I before it emerges at the side of the sella
consider the physical cause of the bruit de tursica. This peculiar disposition of the
rape to be some obstacle of a solid nature artery has evidently for its object to di-

generated in the snbstance of the artery, minish the impulse of blood upon so deli-
and thus partially obliterating its cavity, cate an organ as the brain, and to regulate
or some mechanical impediment to the its supply in the same way (though not so
passage of the blood through the orifices perfectly, for in the human body circum-
of the heart, which are guarded by valves. stances do not require it), in the same
At least in all the post-mortem exaxnina- way, I say, as the rete mirabile prevents
tions which I have made of patients who the too sudden afflux of blood to the head
have exhibited this stethoscopic symptom in certain mammalia. But the mechanism
during life, I have always found the patho- by which this advantage is obtained, gives
logical change now described, and hence rise to the sound occasionally heard in
am induced to attribute the bruit de r&acirc;pe the ears; and remark, that this symptom.
to the manner in which the current of the ’ prevails most intensely in plethoric states
circulating fluid strikes against the morbid of the system, when the heart acts with
production opposed to it. violence, and the energy of the circulating

Let us now pass to some sounds which vessels is increased by general or local
are occasionally heard in other parts of the causes. I do not know that physicians
system. These are common to either the have paid any attention to this bruit, fur.
arteries or the veins, but they have been’ther than regarding it as a sign of deter-
neglected by the greater part of physiolo- mination of blood to the cerebral organ ;
gists, or merely attracted the passing no- indeed in many cases it may be just strong
tice of the physician, without giving rise enough for the patient to hear it himself,
to any deep or philosophical investiga- though the physician cannot; however,
tion. Thus, in some cases, one of the chief a medical practitioner in Germany has
symptoms of which a patient complains, lately published some cases to prove that
is a ringing in his ears. You must have inflammation of the brain is always at-
all remarked this phenomenon at one tended with the development of a pecu-
time or another in yourselves or others. liar bruit in the carotids: he placed the
On certain occasions the bruit is extremely stethoscope on the base of the skull, and
distinct and strong; indeed so strong, found a distinct bruit emanating from the
that the patient complains of its prevent- vessels, through which the blood flowed
ing him from enjoying a moment’s rest or with increased force and rapidity. I have
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sought for this new stethoscopic symptom, strange name of " bruit rie diai,le;" you
but have never succeeded in finding it;’, all know the circular instrument called

however, I see nothing extraordinary in " diable ;" this produces a discordant
it, nor any reason for not believing that it sound, to which M. BOUILLAUD has assi-
may exist under the circumstances alluded ! milated the bruit he heard in the carotid
to. It is a subject that may be followed arteries, and thence gave it the name of

up with the hope of giving rise to Lenefi- bruit de diable. It has never fallen, how-
cial practical results, and whenever a pa- ever, under my observation, and I shall
tient may fall under your care who com- pass it over in silence, rather than hazard
plains of this noise in the ears, I would an opinion upon what T know nothing of
recommend you to examine him with by experience.
care, to note assiduously the minutest cir- There is also another bruit which is
cumstances, and to determine, if possible, sometimes observed in cases of atlenrysm,
the physical phenomena either accompa- or as a result of an accident which I fear

nying or giving rise to it. One thing cer- too frequently occurs- viz. the wound of
tain is, that the origin of the sound of the artery, as well as the vein, in bleeding;which I now speak, resides not only in this is the sound called, in technical lan-
the peculiar disposition of the internal guagc, " fremissement," and in all proba-
carotid artery at the base of the brain, bility arises from the vibration of the
but is also closely connected with the elastic tissues surrounding the injiiie(I
greater or less degree of energy of the part.
heart’s contractions ; thus I have had Were we to examine carefully the vari-
frequent occasion to observe this symp- ous cases which daily pass before us, either
tom in patients labouring under active in private or in hospital practice, we should,
hypertrophy of the ventricles, who were I venture to affirm, discover several other
constantly tormented by a loud noise in bruits in the human body which have not
the ears; and I have also proved that any as yet attracted the attention of the phy-
remedy which diminishes the force of the sician or the surgeon ; indeed, there still
heart’s action, has a corresponding influ- remain a few to be noticed, but the short
ence upon it, in fact, after one or two time which still remains for the completion
bleedings, and when the system com- of my course, compels me to pass to the
mences to feel the effects of strict diet, consideration of others that are infinitely
repose, &c., it generally disappears, more important in a practical point of

In other cases the bruit of the heart’s view, afford a wider field for physiological
shock is heard in the arteries, and some- investigation, and, moreover, are of so fre-
times is distinguishable even throughout quent occurrence, that you cannot set
the whole arterial system. Not long ago a your foot in the wards of any hospital,
case of this kind fell under my care: the however small or insignificant, without
patient was affected with continued fever, having abundant opportunity of studying
and there was not a part of the body, in them at your leisure.
the neighbourhood of any considerable The sounds which emanate from the
vessel, where the bruit of a shock could lungs, both in health and disease, afford I
not be clearly heard. Even when the say a most important subject of meditation
stethoscope was placed over the radial for the physician, chiefly because they are
artery, we had a distinct shock accom- united in the most close and palpable con-
panying each stroke of the pulse. I ex- nexion with the healthy or pathological
amined this case with the greatest atten- conditions of the organ producing them,
tion, on account of its novelty, and am cer- and, of necessity, in the same proporticn
tain that the sound thus developed was a connected with the practice of medicine.
real bruit, though, as to its cause or na- The bruits resulting from the passage
ture, I cannot attempt to give you the of air through the organs contained in

slightest explanation; the fact, however, the cavity of the chest, are in one respect
deserves to be recorded : perhaps longer peculiarly worthy of our attention and
experience and future observations may strict analysis, because the chest, meaning
give us some clue to its cause. of course thereby the cavity, its contents,

Again, in large aneurysm of the arch of the trachea, and larynx, is a perfect musi-
the aorta, or of the pulmonary artery, cal instrument, suited, in an admirable
close to its base, you hear a peculiar sound manner, for the propagation of sound
at each dilatation of the sac, making a from the interior to the exterior; indeed
third bruit in the precordial region; this I have no doubt whatever, but that by
pathological bruit is the more distinct and following up or developing the combina-
remarkable, in that it separates the two tion of conditions presented by the chest,
normal bruits from one another. we might be able to produce a mutical
M. BOUILLdTJD has described another instrument, after its mode’., of the rucst

abnormal bruit, to which he has given the perfect kind, in the same way as certain
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optical instruments are said to have been’ servoir of an organ, for example ; on the
formed after the model of the human eye, contrary the temperature of the reservoir
but the subject has never been studied in in the human instrument is always fixed ;
this point of view. moreover the air is charged with a certain

It is scarcely necessary for me to repeat quantity of humidity resulting from the
the convincing arguments we have already pulmonary transpiration, and is mixed
advanced to prove that in this part of the with a proportion of carbonic acid gas.
body, above all others, the development of, Thee peculiarities contribute to give it
sound is merely the result of certain physi- a great advantage over other instruments
cal conditions which a little attention ena- ; of a similar nature.
bles us to seize with facility : let us bestow The reservoir of air in the human organ
a few moments on the reconsideration of, has also the advantage of being elastic in
this part of our subject; it will render the: different ways, another property that mo-
comprehension of what I have to say after- ’ dines its action in a very remarkable man-
wards upon the pathological sounds of the ; ner. The chest, as I have before told you,
chest, much more easy. is composed in great part of elastic tissues;

If we examine the chest as a musical of curved elastic bones, cartilages, and
instrument, we shall see that the sonorous ligaments, which all concur together in the
part is composed of an elastic tube, which act of expiration, and, consequently, in the
for a short way continues its course undi- formation of sounds. Besides the parts
vided, but soon breaks up into a multitude actually entering into the composition of
of other tubes, dividillg and subdividing the chest, we have, below, the diaphragm
infinitely until the whole cavity of the and abdominal muscles acting with consi-chest is filled as it were with the aggre- derable energy, so as to attract or expel
gate of those sonorous conduits; the tra- the air.
chea thus fills the office of what is called In some of my former lectures I spoke
the portevent in instruments a anche, for to you at length of the innate elasticity of
I regard the analogy between the organ of the lung, and of the various important re-
the human voice and instruments a anche, sults derived from that physical condition ;
or organ instruments, as most strict and I should now like to consider the elasticity
well demonstrated. I cannot agree with of that organ quite in a different point of
my learned confrere and friend M. SAVART, view. Let us begin by once more demon-
who proposes to compare the organ of the strating this elasticity in the lung, totally
voice to the little whistle (sifflet) which separated from all other influences ; here
hunters use when they desire to imitate the is one which has been removed from the
voice of certain birds, and which is com- body; the larynx and trachea remain

posed of a little hemispherical base, a few attached to it; I now inflate the organ
lines in diameter, and pierced on either through the trachea; you see how it is
side by two narrow slits, through which more than doubled in size. When we per-
the air is made to pass. mit an exit to the air, the lung recovers
The facts advanced by M. SAVART are its original dimensions. Here, Gentlemen,

most ingenious, but I cannot agree with you see an incontestable proof of the elas-
him in comparing the larynx to a bird-call ticity of the lung, for no other influence

(reclame); on the contrary, the analogy, or, could have expelled the large quantity of
more properly speaking, the resemblance, air which we introduced ; you can also, I
between the human organ of voice, taken in should think, easily conceive how the cur-
its whole extent, and instruments a anche, rent of air passing through a vast number
appears to me most evident. Thus I regard of tubes of different calibers, tubes de-
the human voice as composed of four dis- creasing infinitely in size, and subdividing
tinct parts: and remark how closely the at various angles,-you can understand, I
uses of these several parts correspond say, how the body of air must rub against
with those of an instrument &agrave; anche. The the parietes of the tubes through which
first is the reservoir of air, formed by the it passes, and thus give rise to the deve-
pulmonary vesicles and branches of the lopment of sound.
tracheal artery. Here it is important to This is actually the case ; in the living
notice how the air in the reservoir is not body, if you apply your ear close to the
contained (as is the case in almost all mu- parietes of the chest, you hear most dis-
sical instruments) in a single sac or com- tinctly the respiratory bruit, or, in other

paitment, but is distributed throughout a words, the sound resulting from the fric-
multitude of little bags and tubes, where it tion of the air against the pulmonary
may acquire various physical properties vesicles ; even in the naked lung you can
which no doubt have a considerable infln- hear the sound of which we speak, though
ence in modifying the quality of the sounds not so well or distinctly, because the lung
produced. Thus it is not a pure cold air, requires to be covered with the parietes of
varying in temperature &c., as in the re- the thorax, in the same way that certain
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musical instruments become indistinct, which the air is permitted to pass freely,
unless their covers be attached to them : or is arrested at will; this is the essence
however, when I place the end of the of every anche, and the vibration of the
stethoscope on the surface of the lung elastic plate or plates (as for example the
before me, I can make out the respiratory reed of the clarionet) produces the sound.
murmur well enough, at each artificial in. In the larynx we find an instrument
sufflation. exactly of this description, and of the
According to the explanation which I most perfect kind ; its mechanism is such

have just given to you, the natural re- that the air may enter freely at one mo-

spiratory bruit is produced by the friction ment, and be suddenly and completely ar-
of the air against the sides of the cells rested at the next; various cases of sudden
and the extreme bronchial ramifications: death from interrupted respiration attest
hence it follows as a natural consequence, this action of the larynx ; the form of the
that any affection modifying the condition glottis and the two elastic folds which cir-
of those parts, must also modify the nature curnscribe it on either side, resemble as
of the sound resulting from them. Thus, closely as possible the slit of certain reed
when the cells are obliterated, there should instruments ; the aperture of the glottis
manifestly be an absence of the respira- is capable of being enlarged or diminished
tory murmur, and this experience shows in an immense variety of degrees. If you
us to be the case. We have every day ex- examine the larynx of a living animal
amples of patients in whom the air is during the production of the voice, as I
prevented from freely entering and dis- have done, by making an incision between
tending the lungs, by various effusions in the os hyoides and the thyroid cartilage,
the cavity of the chest, or by the effect of you will obtain a perfect idea of the mo-
inflammation which has caused an actual tions of the glottis, and you will, moreover,
- consolidation of the vesicles; in all these see how the varied tones of the human
cases we do not hear the bruit respiratoire, voice (for the structure of the larynx in
but in its place we find a pathological the dog is sufficiently similar to that of
bruit, more or less distinct and loud, the the human subject to allow the assertion)
" soufflet bronchique," as it is called. This are connected - with the variations in the
latter must evidently be attributed to the extent of the opening and the quantity of
passage of air rubbing against the parietes the elastic plate which vibrates ; besides,
of a large tube, or one at least possessing you may prove, by direct experiment, that
certain dimensions. The proof is, we never whenever the muscles which are destined
hear it except in cases where the air is to regulate the motions of the glottis
prevented from entering freely into the cease to work with proper energy, the
interior of the pulmonary vesicles; the voice is lost.
cause of this bruit is thus well known, The human voice, then, is certainly a)a
and it is easy to give a physical explana- anche, but one infinitely superior to any
tion of it. Indeed, even in the healthy that the art of man has, or probably ever
condition of the lungs, we have always a will produce; for the essential part of the
phenomenon somewhat analogous to the instrument is composed of a double elastic
one just spoken of. If you take a living plate, vibrating under a thousand changes,
animal, or a man, and listen attentively to and capable, in consequence, of giving rise
the passage of the air from the upper part to infinite modifications of sound ; it is
of the lung, or from the larynx into the produced by a living mechanism, com-
trachea, you will almost always be able to posed of various contractile bands, each
distinguish a particular sound, quite differ- one of which is endowed with a range of
ent from the respiratory murmur: it is a contractility which no human art can sup-
dull heavy sound, and arises from the ply, and thus generating a series of
frottement of the air as it enters the changes in the voice, which human art can
trachea, either at its upper or its lower ex- never imitate. The larynx produces two
trernity: hence, when much exaggerated, kinds of sounds; one is called the voice,
it is called "soufflet tracheale." the other is merely the result of the pas-
But let us return to the mechanism of sage of air through the glottis, when the

the voice. We have already spoken of the elastic plates no longer act; it is a mere
reservoir: the three other parts are the soufflet, but fortunately is capable of sup-
portevent; the anche itself; and the porte. plying the voice, when this latter has been
voix. In every instrument &agrave; anche we lost. Thus you all know the case of a
should distinguish two parts whose uses distinguished professor in the University,
are quite different ; one is the body, or who continued to fill his chair to the satis-
tube, for the transmission of the air ; the faction of the pupils, although he had com-other is the true anche, composed in all pletely lost the voice, properly so called,
cases of elastic plates, capable of vibrating and nothing remained but a kind of
rapidly, and forming a narrow slit through ; souillet, from the air passing through an
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undeviating orifice. On the second sound
or 

" bruit vocal," as physiologists call it, I
shall not dwell, ,because, though present-
ing many phenomena of the most interest-
ing kind, it is not directly connected with
our present subject.
At our next meeting I will follow up

the question of the human voice, considered
as a musical instrument, and show under
what circumstances the bruits of the tra-
chea and larynx are modified or altered.

CLINICAL LECTURE ON SURGERY

DELIVERED BY

BARON DUPUYTREN,

Duriny the Session of 1834, at the

HOTEL DIEU, PARIS.

Revised (before trauslatiou) by the Barou himself in the Ifasctculi of lus "Lecous Orales de Cliniquc Chirur
gicale," pubhshcd periudic.illy by G. Baii:iere, Paris.

ON WOUNDS OF THE HEART,&mdash;THEIR
VAIIIETIES, CAUSES, SYMPTOMS, AND
TREATMENT: AND ON MUTILATION OF

THE GENITALS.

A FEW years ago it was considered as a 
fact placed beyond any doubt that wounds
of the heart were necessarily mortal,
and various theses were presented to the
Faculty of Medicine on the inevitable
and instantaneous mortality of these inju-
ries. Even at present, in spite of the num-
ber of facts and observations collected at
the Hotel Dieu, and in other hospitals, the
contrary opinion is far from being gene-
rally admitted ; yet it is a fact well esta-
blished by the examination of the body
after death, that wounds of the substance
of the heart are not beyond a chance of
cuie, however deeply they may have pene-
trated, or whatever be the cavity of which
the parietes are injured. We need not go
far to seek for proofs of this assertion ;
balls, or manifest cicatrices, have been
found in the hearts of animals killed in
the chase ; individuals presenting all the
rational symptoms of wounds of the heart
have been perfectly cured; and, finally,
who can forget the case of the soldier in
whom, six years after the cure of his
wound, was found a ball imbedded near
the apex of the heart in the substance of
the right ventricle, and in part covered
by the pericardium? Hence all well-in-
structed surgeons of the present day admit
that penetrating wounds of the auricles or
ventricles, ii they be small, so far from

; being of necessity instantaneously mortal,
may even admit of a cure.

Wounds of the heart from a pointed in-
strument comc particularly under this
head, as we may conclude from acupullc-
ture of the heart, which was tried so often
at Warsaw during the time of the cholera,
without auy effect on the disease, but at
the same time without any injury to the

patient. In this operation the delicate

point 
of the instrument separates, and

distends the fibres of the tissues, withoutoccasioning much pain, or any solution of
continuity; hence, when it is withdrawn,
the parts return to their natural state, the
opening closes, and not a drop of blood is
lust. It is not, therefore, surprising that
a simple prick of the heart is susceptible
of cure ; but we can conceive that a for-
tunate result can seldom take place when
the wound is made by a pointed cutting
. instrument, or by a cutting one alone,
which must practise an opening more or
less large, in penetrating to the cavities of
the heart. Whenever the wound is of any
size, as for example a few lines, either in
the auricle or the ventricle, it becomes in-
stantly the cause of death, from the quan-
tity of blood poured into the cavity of the
chest at the moment of the wound. Some
facts, however, prove that death may not
be so instantaneous as is commonly ima-
gined.

The following case is of additional
value, as it shows how the patient was
cured of a wound of the heart, which was
not recognised during life, and was only
discovered after the death of the patient,
produced hy another affection :-

CASE 1.&mdash;Stabs in the Heart and Stomach
proceeding to a Cure, complicated with
.fatal affection of the Brain.

Geray, thirty-four years of age, by pro-
fession a metal founder, generally enjoy-
ing good health, was brought to the Hotel
Dieu ou the 5th of November 1831, to
undergo treatment for various wounds
which he had received. From our in-

quiries into the history of the accident,
we learned that he had visited his mistress
the day before in a state bordering upon
intoxication, and engaged in a quarrel
with some individual whom he met there,
during which Geray received two stabs of
a knife, one in the belly, the other in the
chest. Although severely wounded, he
was able to walk and defend himself for
sometime, but at length he fainted, and
vomited occasionally, without throwingup any blood ; the wound of the chest, on

; the 
contrary, furnished a great quantity

of this fluid. On the patient’s arrival at
the Hotel Dieu, the existence of the two


